The inception of cavitation is basically caused by a bubble nucleus which flows into the low pressure region in the liquid flow. Therefore the phenomenon is dependent on the tensile strength or the nuclei concentration of tested water. The cavitation susceptibility of water which controls the cavitation inception point has been made clear though various methods were proposed to measure the nuclei concentration. Cavitation susceptibility meter using a small venturi tube is also one of the methods to measure the nuclei concentration. It is pointed out that this method can be directly related to active nuclei for cavitation inception and gives a useful and simple device to estimate the tensile strength of water. In the present paper, to establish a measurement method of cavitation susceptibility using a venturi tube, the following points are investigated, such as; the relation between the occurrence, count rate of cavitation bubbles and cavitation number, the measurement of positions and local pressure of bubble occurrence and the high-speed video observation of bubble aspects from inception to collapse. As the result, the main points obtained are as follows. A traveling-bubble cavitation appears dominantly in a nozzle-type venturi tube with little possibility of flow separation. Cavitation aspects and the bubble occurrence count rate change with cavitation number and water quality (dissolved gas content). Unstable sheet cavitation can be also observed near the venturi diffuser and at relatively low cavitation number. The various behaviors of traveling bubble cavitation in a venturi are observed from inception to collapse using a high-speed video camera system.
INTRODUCTION
It is widely recognized that cavitation inception is strongly subject to the water quality, especially nuclei concentration in water. Occurrence of cavitation bubbles initiates from weak points in water, namely bubble nuclei. Large tensile strength can be measured in water with a small number of nuclei [e.g. [1] [2] [3] . The reliable method to measure cavitation nuclei, however, is still in the development stage though some methods have been proposed from optical and acoustic viewpoints [4, 5] . For instance, the holography method is intricate, expensive and limited to the measurement for relatively large nuclei though it is known as a reliable method. In addition, unfortunately, it should be noted that it is quite difficult and inventive at the present stage of knowledge to give a direct relationship between the nuclei distribution of water and the inception of cavitation even if the nuclei were measured.
Under these situations, on the other hand, there is a cavitation susceptibility meter (CSM) [6] [7] [8] [9] using a venturi tube with small diameter as one of useful and simple methods to measure active nuclei in water. The CSM method is very attractive because of its simplicity and usefulness though the measurement range is limited to low concentration in bubble nuclei distribution. It is, moreover, pointed out that a venturi device without flow separation can give a useful way to measure the general characteristics on the tensile strength of water because it has clear relation with active nuclei which are directly connected with cavitation inception.
In the present study, the following matters are investigated to establish a measurement method of water strength [10] of tested water by using a venturi tube and a high-speed video camera; (1) the relation between bubble occurrence count rate and cavitation number, (2) the variation of cavitation bubble type with cavitation number, (3) the specification of bubble occurrence point and measurement of local pressure at the occurrence point, and (4) the observation of bubble aspects from inception to collapse. 
NOMENCLATURE

D：Pipe diameter upstream of venturi
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
The experiment was conducted using a closed-type cavitation tunnel [11] with a nozzle-type venturi tube (upstream diameter 40mm, throat diameter 10mm) as shown in Fig. 1 . Pressure taps of diameter 0.5 mm were placed upstream and downstream of the venturi to measure the reference pressure by manometers.
Observation of bubble behaviors was made using a measurement and observation system as shown in Fig.2 . In the present experiment, two high-speed-video camera systems were used as follows.
1) Video camera A; KODAK EKTAPRO HS Motion Analyzer
Model-4540, the maximum framing rate: 40,500 fps 2) Video camera B; Super-high-speed video camera developed by Kinki Univ. and Shimadzu Corp. [12] , the maximum framing rate: 1,000,000 fps Video camera A was used for the whole aspect from the inception to the collapse of cavitation bubbles and the specification of the bubble occurrence position. In the latter case, simultaneous measurements were done by using two video cameras connected by optical fiber system in order to observe at the same time from two directions, so that an occurrence position of cavitation inception was decided. Video camera B was used for the observation of the collapsing aspect of cavitation bubble because of its high-speed performance. In either case, an accelerometer of piezo-electric-type (TEAC 501FS/FB) was installed on an outer wall of the test section to measure the impact generated by cavitation collapse. The installation position was 5 mm downstream of venturi throat. The impact measured during the experiment was used for the operation of the high-speed-video camera system as a trigger signal. Using the memory function of this high-speed-video system we could observe the cavitation bubble aspect from the inception to the collapse period.
The impulsive pulses generated from the bubble collapse were recorded with a high-speed data collecting system (KEYENCE NR-350) and wave-data-analysis software (KEYENCE MEGA VIEW). In addition, the number of cavitation events was counted by a microphone placed near the test section and the experimenters through the collapsing sound of cavitation bubbles (within an audible frequency range).
Cavitation experiments were made by increasing the pump speed under an atmospheric pressure condition or by reducing the static pressure in the cavitation tunnel. The atmospheric pressure condition was used for cavitation inception experiments. The tunnel, at first, was released to the atmospheric condition and the flow rate Q was set up to be from 1.18×10 -3 to 1.86×10 -3 m 3 /s. Next, the flow was recirculated in the tunnel to make stable for a sufficiently long period. After that, the static pressures upstream and downstream of the test section were measured to start the cavitation measurement. In the case of the pressure reduction test, on the other hand, the flow rate Q was kept constant in the value of 1.00 × 10 -3 m 3 /s (U=0.796 m/s) using the electromagnetic flow meter installed upstream of the test section. The flow was re-circulated in the tunnel to make stable. The measurement was started after the static pressure of the tunnel was set up by reducing the static pressure in fully slow speed. Dissolved oxygen content of water β, an important factor in cavitation phenomena was measured before and after an experiment by an oxygen content meter (HORIBA OM-14).
The Reynolds number, cavitation number and local cavitation number are defined respectively as follows, where P v denotes the saturated vapor pressure, P x the local fluid pressure at the bubble occurrence point and U t is average velocity in the venturi throat.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bubble occurrence position and aspects of traveling bubble cavitation
The incipient aspect of bubbles in the venturi is a traveling bubble cavitation with an almost spherical shape, except for the case on the venturi wall. The occurrence of traveling-bubble cavitation is considered to be directly related to the nuclei in water and is one of stochastic phenomena with a statistical dispersion [13] . Therefore, it is supposed that cavitation inception can be observed when a nucleus of adequate scale happens to flow into a cavitation-prone region. In the present study the estimation of bubble occurrence count rate Nc was made in tested waters with various dissolved oxygen contents β as the first step toward the investigation for cavitation susceptibility.
The results are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). From these results, it is confirmed that the rising point of bubble occurrence count rate is dependent on the dissolved oxygen content β and the inclination of the count-rate-curve increases with an increase in the dissolved oxygen content β. In these situations, local cavitation number σ x is estimated to be negative because the average pressure inside the venturi is less than the saturated vapor pressure and the test water withstands the tensile strength. The result shows that the bubble occurrence count rate is very dependent on the water quality. It is recognized that a bubble-type cavitation changes to an unstable sheet cavitation of an attached type when cavitation number reduces to a certain extent and reaches the limit value σ L (full sheet cavitation stage). Thus, three kinds of cavitation patterns can be discerned. In other words, with decreasing cavitation number the occurrence count rate of cavitation bubbles changes in the process such as stage Ⅰ (bubble cavitation, the occurrence is rare), stage Ⅱ (bubble cavitation), stage Ⅲ (bubble and unstable sheet cavitation) and stage Ⅳ (unstable sheet cavitation). The attached-type sheet cavitation shows two aspects. One is caused by the influence of bubble cavitation and the other is suddenly caused by itself. The critical cavitation number which divides each stage may be dependent on the water quality (e.g., dissolved gas content). Figure 4 shows the incipient aspect of typical cavitation bubble. It is found that the bubble appears to be spherical though the picture on the left end of the bubble is out of focus because the growth speed of the bubble is very fast. The inception, in this case, is judged around Frame No.-210. Here, from these pictures, the average growth speed of bubble can be estimated to be about 9 m/s. The bubble moving around the middle section of venturi throat shows a spherical shape, but near the venturi wall it shows a non-spherical and cap-like shape because of the wall effect.
Occurrence position and pressure for traveling bubble cavitation
The occurrence position of traveling-bubble cavitation must be examined to evaluate the tensile strength in cavitation occurrence point. Therefore two-video-cameras system with optical fibers was used to specify the occurrence position.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the horizontal coordinate X was determined by the video image from the lateral side (Fig. 5a) . The vertical and stream-wise coordinates Y and Z were from the down-side image (Fig. 5b) . The occurrence position is shown like Fig. 5(c) by each measured coordinate. The origin of the coordinate axes was chosen at the center of the leading (a) (b) Fig. 6 Bubble occurrence position part of the venturi throat. In this research, the incipient video frame was chosen at the time when a bubble occurrence was confirmed in both images from the lateral side and the down side. The occurrence position on video images was modified through the consideration of optical refraction effects of the test section material and geometry.
A measurement result about the occurrence positions in two different cavitation numbers is shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b) . Figure 6(a) shows the case at higher cavitation number and Fig.  6(b) shows the case at lower cavitation number. For higher cavitation number, the occurrence positions tend to be around the wall surface. For lower cavitation number, on the other hand, the positions tend to be distributed throughout the radial direction of the venturi throat. These results correspond to the simple fact that the static pressure becomes lower in wider flow field by reducing cavitation number. The variation of the occurrence positions with dissolved gas content was not clearly recognized within the scope of the experimental range though further examination will be necessary. Some bubbles appear on the venturi wall though many bubbles occur in the flow. In Fig.6 , it should be noted that the plot of wall-attached bubble is separated from the wall by the bubble radius because the center of bubble is positioned. The local pressure at the bubble occurrence point was calculated by numerical simulation, based on the occurrence position measured by the video observation. The computation was made using the commercial code (Cybernet Systems Co. Ltd., ANSYS/FLOTRAN 5.7), where k-εmodel was used as turbulent model and the number of computational meshes is 31,200. The pressure coefficient at typical upstream flow velocity (U=0.971m/s) was approximately used in order to estimate the local pressure. Figure 7 shows, as an example, the relation of local cavitation number σ x with bubble occurrence count rate Nc near dissolved oxygen content β = 6 mg/l. The error bar shows the limits between the maximum value and the minimum value of local cavitation number σ x . From the result it is found that the limits of the local cavitation number are wider with an increase in bubble occurrence count rate. This tendency means that the local pressure at the bubble occurrence has wider values with decreasing cavitation number because the occurrence points of cavitation bubble spread over the throat section. In Fig. 7 , the approximate value obtained from Bernoulli's equation is also plotted as a dotted line under the assumption of the potential-core flow in the flow of the venturi. This result shows that the value from Bernoulli's equation gives a little higher pressure than the computed value in which local pressure is considered.
The count-rate-curve Nc-σ is classified in four stages by occurrence pattern of cavitation as shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 8 shows critical local cavitation number σ x against dissolved oxygen content β. Εach critical local cavitation number corresponds to the transition point such as the incipient point of bubble cavitation, the intermittent occurrence point of attached cavitation and the steady occurrence point of attached cavitation. In the present study, the incipient point was defined (2) large effect on the value of bubble occurrence count rate. It is well known [e.g., 4] that the bubble nuclei distribution tends to increase exponentially with smaller diameter of nuclei. Therefore, the result means that in the usual cavitation experiment with high air content the effect of the number of nuclei is greater than that of the nuclei scale.
Life history of traveling bubble cavitation
The growing trajectory of traveling bubble cavitation in a venturi throat is shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b) , where a series of high-speed-video images are arranged together every 4 frames (27,000 fps). Figure 9 (a) shows the life history of a bubble which occurs, grows and collapses along the middle part of the test section. The bubble initiates in a spherical manner near the point ①, deforms in a flat manner from the downstream side for an adverse pressure distribution around the point ⑧ when it flows toward the part of venturi diffuser, and finally collapses and disappears around the point ⑫. In addition, in the picture of ⑬ two black images can be observed, which mean the presence of the re-entrant deformation due to the pressure gradient. In Fig.9(b) , on the other hand, a bubble occurs just near the wall surface and grows along the wall. The bubble shows a cap-like shape with a flat surface along the wall which is similar to that of the existing result for an axis-symmetric body [14] . 
Collapsing aspects of traveling bubble cavitation
Traveling bubble cavitation, in a fundamental manner, initiates in the region of venturi throat as a spherical shape. After the occurrence the bubble collapses around the diffuser part of venturi because of pressure recovery effect. Figures 11  and 12 show two typical examples of bubble collapsing aspects. Each picture can clearly catch the collapsing behavior because they were taken using super-high-speed video camera system with the framing rate of 10 5 fps. First, Fig. 11 shows the appearance collapsing near the diffuser wall which corresponds to the above-mentioned case in Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 10(b) . In this case, the bubble appears to be hemispherical or multiple with flat-like shape near the diffuser wall at the early stage of collapse. Then it divides partly into a cluster of minute bubbles, probably as the result of re-entrant motion from the adverse pressure gradient. At the final stage it disappears as two patterns of a minute-bubble cluster ○ a and a rebound bubble ○ b , where the former accounts for the most part. The appearance is similar to that observed in a hemispherical headform [14] . Figure 12 shows the appearance collapsing near the middle part of flow passage. In this case the bubble occurs as a spherical shape at the incipient stage, but within these pictures near the diffuser section the bubble already starts to deform vertically for the influence of pressure gradient. The pictures show that the bubble appears to be flattened by the pressure gradient and deformed in a manner of re-entrant motion from downstream to upstream. This coincides with the classical result by Ivany et al. [15] . The rebound bubble after the first collapse appears to be a torus-like shape as a result of re-entrant deformation as shown in Frame No.86 of Fig. 12 . Within the scope of the present observations most of bubbles and bubble clusters shows a rebound motion after the first collapse. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Experimental investigation was conducted using a nozzletype venturi and a high-speed video camera system to make clear the relation of water tensile strength with cavitation susceptibility as well as the mechanism from inception to collapse for a traveling bubble cavitation. Main results are as follows.
(1) A traveling-bubble cavitation which can be directly related to cavitation nuclei appears dominantly in a nozzle-type venturi tube with little possibility of flow separation. In this kind of venturi tube, unstable sheet cavitation also occurs in the stage of relatively low cavitation number.
(2) The incipient characteristics of traveling bubble are much dependent on the water quality such as dissolved gas (oxygen) content and are connected with the tensile strength in water. The dissolved gas content has large effect on the bubble occurrence count rate.
(3) For higher cavitation number, the occurrence positions tend to be around the wall surface. For lower cavitation number, on the other hand, the positions tend to be distributed throughout the cross section of venturi throat.
(4) With decreasing cavitation number the occurrence count rate of cavitation bubbles changes in the process such as stage Ⅰ (rare bubble cavitation), stage Ⅱ (bubble cavitation), stage Ⅲ (bubble and unstable sheet cavitation) and stage Ⅳ (unstable sheet cavitation). The traveling bubble cavitation occurs mainly in the region of relatively high cavitation number, namely in the stages Ⅰ and Ⅱ.
(5) The detailed process of a traveling-bubble cavitation from occurrence to collapse was videographically shown in a venturi with a super-high-speed video camera. Especially, the rapid deformation at bubble collapse was clearly captured.
